


Add layers of elegance and functionality 
without overpowering a space 

Layer Tables 
Designed for Geiger® by BassamFellows

Layer Tables embody their name in two ways. The �rst is 
obvious from their construction. Glass tops provide the primary 
surfaces, allowing the cross-brace structure or an optional 
secondary surface—a choice of shelves or box drawers—to 
be visible through the tabletop. The second way draws on 
the design intent. BassamFellows created the collection to be 
layered into architectural settings. Side tables and rectangular 
or L-shaped co�ee tables �t elegantly into all types of furniture 
plans without overpowering a space.

As complementary players, Layer Tables work particularly 
well in collaborative work settings, where circulation space is 
important for keeping people and ideas flowing. In particular, 
the L-shaped co�ee table serves people seated along the run 
of a corner sofa or sectional while also allowing people to 
approach their seated colleagues without having to navigate 
around a large block table. Their utility and beauty make  
Layer Tables a welcome addition to the Herman Miller Collection.





Apparent Design 
 
Designers Craig Bassam and Scott Fellows describe the design  
of Layer Tables as “naked.” The distinctive cross-bracing is  
exposed through the glass top. This minimal structure provides  
the basis of the design, which can be built up in layers of storage. 
Layer Tables have no hard edges; all corners have a so� corner 
radius—including those of the glass tops. Even the structural metal 
pieces are cylindrical. 

Optional box drawers have a concealed routed �nger pull, so there’s no visible hardware. In addition,  

they feature solid wood fronts and sides, rolled curves at all corners, dovetail joinery, and so�-close slides. 



About BassamFellows 

Architect/designer Craig Bassam and brand strategist/
creative director Scott Fellows joined forces in 2003 to form 
BassamFellows. With a single shared vision in mind—to return 
true cra�smanship and beauty to contemporary living—the duo 
focused on building relationships with some of the world’s leading 
cra�speople and forging innovative collaborations across the 
worlds of architecture, branding, and design. From 2010 to 2013, 
BassamFellows were creative directors for the Herman Miller 
Collection and Geiger, a Herman Miller company. Currently, they 
continue to design products for both brands.

Scott Fellows and Craig Bassam 

The natural materials, so� curves, and subtle detailing of Layer Tables evoke a sensuality common 

among BassamFellows designs, such as their Wood Base Sofa.  



Materials

BassamFellows carefully considered the apparent weight of materials used in 
Layer Tables. Visually heavy materials such as stone and wood are cut thicker 
than standard. Visually lighter materials such as glass achieve an exquisite 
thinness. Natural �nishes celebrate each material’s essential qualities. 

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.
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Layer Tables

Chocolate Ash
677

Wood and Veneer

White Ash
6A1

Toasted Walnut
662

Charred Walnut
663

Walnut
GOU

Sundance Walnut
972

Co�ee Walnut
666

Ebony Ash
998

Champagne Ash
991

Bronzed Walnut
664

Smoked Walnut
665

Stone

Georgia Grey 
Marble, Honed, 5UH

Georgia White 
Marble, Honed, DPH

Light Brown Walnut
G2U

Dark Brown Walnut
640

Medium Red Walnut
EK

Wisconsin Black 
Marble, Honed, HR

Base
Finish

Chrome
CHR

Black
926

Satin Chrome
SAC

Components

Layer Occasional Table, Nesting

Layer Occasional Table with Drawer 
Table is available without drawer

Layer Occasional Table with Shelf 
Table is available without shelf




